
IGIS 

The natural way 
To manage the environment 

IGIS • The Benefits 

• An integrated remote sensing and GIS in a sillgle system reduces your capital 
investment costs 

• A powerful image management facility combined with vector handling increases your 
productivity for a wide range of monitoring and analysis tasks 

• A sophisticated object oriented database with integral versioning and roll-back and recovery 
to protect your database investment 

• Rapid integration of image data dramatically reduces the time from data output to final 
presentation results 

• Intuitive, user-friendly menu-driven interface reduces training costs 

e Laser-Scan 



IGIS - The GIS for the Environment 

IGIS is a powerful fully integrated raster and vector Geographical Information System (GIS) designed 
to address the issues of resource management, monitoring and environmental protection. IGIS is aimed 
at managing and monitoring widely dispersed resources in the environment. An effective management 
tool combining the benefits offered by remote sensing or raster based systems, with the analytical 
capabilities of a GIS, within a single system. For pollution control to the monitoring of endangered 
species IGIS provides the user with facilities specifically tailored for environmental applications. 

IGIS - An Overview 

IGIS has an intuitive, user-friendly menu-driven interface and a full range of sophisticated functions 
one would expect from a state-of-the-art GIS. Functionality provided includes: continuous map library, 
image combination and filtering, spatial selection and analysis, image classification, and report 
generation. IGIS has extensive cartographic editing, display and manipulation capabilities and provides 
quality output via industry standard formats suitable for the majority of plottcrs. IGIS integrates the 
display of vector maps, raster data (satellite images, scanned maps, digital terrain models, thematic 
maps) and non-spatial data held in a relational database management system (RDBMS). 

IGIS - Application Oriented 

IGIS is a task oriented GIS composed of a series of menu driven applications. The Translate, Register, 
Manage and Analysis modules provide the features most users are ever likely to need. This enables end 
users to devote their time to resolving those all important environmental issues rather than being side 
tracked into costly software developments. 

Translate 

This application provides the means of importing and exporting graphical data and associated 
attributes. IGIS supports all of the most frequently used data exchange formats for vector, raster and 
satellite images. Resolving environmental issues often involves obtaining and comparing data from 
various sources and map projections which all too often results in extensive project delays. Translate 
caters for data transforms between different map projections and spheroid definitions, enabling 
flexibility, manipulation and integration of data obtained from numerous sources. It is also possible to 
transform images to standard and non-standard projections by applying one of several different 
transform types, including Affine, Bilinear, Biquadratic and Bicubic. Bulk correction of image data 
can also be applied . 

Register 

This application is used to define transformation parameters between different spaces to enable 
geometric correction and rubber-sheeting of raster data. The application of these parameters to actually 
perform a correction, is undertaken using Translate. Register can define the transformation parameters 
from either the original image header or user defined Ground Control Points (GCP), held in a GCP 
database. 

Manage 

The Manage application provides facilities for managing the oriented database (OBDB). Access to 
Manage is available to all users, with the system administrator controlling user access to the database. 
Primary functions like database creation and deletion is carefully controlled. 

Manage also caters for user controllable checkpoint versioning and backtracking. This facility provides 
for much greater data integrity as previously saved edits to graphical and textual information can be 
rolled back to previously defined checkpoint versions and enables "what if" data analysis to be undone. 



Analysis 

Analysis is the heart of IGIS providing all the facilities for session management, display, manipulation, 
analytical queries and production of hard copy maps and reports. 

The session manager enables users to select the required datasets and the type of access. Users select 
the area of interest via the map library using a gazetteer or key map option. By default, users are given 
read-only access to the datasets being used, but can at any time during the session switch to read-write 
mode enabling edits and modification to be made, then switch back again to read-only mode. 

Flexible display facilities are provided to control the viewing of data on the screen. Users have control 
over the graphical representation and colour of vector objects, image colouring and banding. IGIS 
draws data into three overlays: backdrop, result and refresh, each of which can be revealed, concealed 
or cleared by the user. The user can also control the content of the overl ays, specifying which object 
classes are to be displayed, or use spatial and attribute analysis tasks to selectively filter the display 
contents. IGIS also provides all the functions one would expect to find in a GIS for effective and 
efficient movement around a continuous map environment, such as panning, zooming, key maps and 
gazetteer. 

Analysis provides many powerful facilities for manipulating data including image combination and 
filtering, image classification, hill shading, dtm analysis and intervisibility mapping, raster and vector 
editing. These can be combined with IGIS 's ability to select objects by class attributes, filter by 
attribute and spatial selection capabilities. Combine these with the flexible display controls, and IGIS 
really does provide powerful ana lytical tools for observing and understanding changes and trends 
within the environment. 

High quality cartographic PostScript® plots can be produced at any time, using the currently selected 
graphical representation. Plots can be sent to plot-files to enable further enhancement by third party 
packages, eg desktop publishing. To print to plot-files users simply select the plot parameters, paper 
size, orientation and output scale. 

Reports can be generated using a simple to use report definition menu interface. Report definition 
determines which attributes are to be included and which statistical operations are to be used. The 
output can be directed to a printer or ASCII file to enable transfer of spatia lly referenced textual data to 
third party packages for further statistical analysis. 

IGIS Key Features 

IGIS has been designed to cater for the needs of users dealing with the environment: 

• Integration of vector and raster map data, terrain data, satellite and other digital imagery and 
geo-referenced statistical and attribute data. 

A powerful versioned object database with integral roll-back recovery mechanism. 

• Image classification, filtering and band combination facilities . 

Advanced registration and translation facilities for a wide variety of raster and vector 
formats, spheroids and map projections. 

Continuous mapping and cartographic quality output facilities. 

Laser-Scan - The Company 

Laser-Scan, founded in 1969 by scientists from the Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge is an industry 
leader in providing spatial information solutions. The company has worked with GIS technologies for 
over 24 years, developing and producing data capture, spatial analysis and digital mapping products. 
Backed by a comprehensive range of support services Laser-Scan has a reputation for quality, reflected 
in our customer base. This ranges from govern ment and defence agencies, to commercial organisations 
and service companies, spread throughout Europe, USA and the rest of the world. 



FUNCTION (IGIS) 

Analysis Register 
Raster and vector display and editing 
Lmage Manipulation and filtering 
Image classification 
Raster to vector polygon conversion 
Report writing 
Raster Combinations 
DTM processing 
Slope and Aspect map generation 
Intervisibility map generation 
Hill shading 

Manage 

Geometric correction transforms 
Bulk correction 
Control point correction 
Graphical display of residuals 

User security 
Dataset creation and update 
Maintenance of data sets 

Plotting Options 
Digitising and editing 
Result set analysis 

VTRAK semi-automated data capture 
User tailored menus and functionality 
Oracle® or Ingres® as embedded RDBMS 

Translate 
RasterNector data import/export 
Transformation of data 
Translation specification/selections 

Features Functions 

Image/Map analysis and Extensive range of raster and 
manipulation capabilities vector processing 

Raster combination Powerful raster analysis 

Image processing Image editing and filtering 

T ndustry standard GUI Interface between user and 
(X -Windows!Motif) facilities 

Cartographic quality output High quality map 
reproduction 

Extensive data import/export Import/Export data in 
formats supported common standard formats 

Benefits 

Improved interpretation of image 
data for database and map update 

Improved trend analysis 

Improve result comparisons 

Easy to learn and use, giving 
early return on investment 

Satisfy organisational mapping 
requirements 

Flexibility of source data and 
data sharing with other systems 

Laser-Scan can provide you with products which have been developed using a quality system that 
conforms to IS0900l standards. Our adherence to industry standards and commitment to true Open 
Systems combined with our object oriented approach will not restrict your choice of hardware platform 
or lock you into proprietary database or user interface systems. Laser-Scan offers you a winning 
solution. 

Configurations 
IGIS is available for Digital (Ultrix) workstations and uses Oracle® or Ingres® relational database 

management systems. 
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